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Preface
This issue of The ECCSSA Journal has a focus on education, mobilization and action
that can lead to transformational change. It is based on a continual unifying theme
calling for research, theory, innovative models and dialogue that has been at the center
of the Association’s focus for more than a decade.
Critical inquiry has been made into the steps involved in planning and developing
national and global networks for action that could lead to innovation and forward
thinking in the 21st century. The necessary networks and coalitions would include
citizens and professionals at all levels. Toward that end, ECCSSA called for research
and theoretical understanding, as well as identification of critical obstacles and
problems. Several scholars responded to the call and two critiques are provided in this
issue of the Journal.
In addition, ECCSSA called for unique and innovative program models already
moving in the direction of mobilizing students, community, nation and world. Several
professionals answered the call and provide models they are implementing at leading
institutions of higher education.
We hope you enjoy this volume of The ECCSSA Journal and contribute to the dialogue
in future issues to come.
Sincerely,

Dr. Rosalyn M. King and Editors
The ECCSSA Journal
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Education for Mobilization and Action: Leading Transformational Change
Dr. Rosalyn M. King
Professor of Psychology and Chair, Board of Directors, ECCSSA
Northern Virginia Community College
Loudoun Campus, Sterling, Virginia

Abstract
This paper was the opening commentary that presented the framework and rationale for
the 2015 ECCSSA conference theme, providing continuity in dialogue from the previous
year’s conference on new frontiers as well as conference themes from the past decade.
Discussion includes critical questions for the social and behavioral sciences relative to
leading transformational change in higher education and society, and initial development
of a blueprint for change. Exploration, research and discussion centers on: the purpose
of education; definitions of transformational change and types of leadership models as
compared to transformational leadership; guiding theories for change; research, visionary
models and ideas on the horizon relative to higher education; as well as, innovations
and bold new models of leadership being implemented in higher education, worldwide.
Keywords: Education, Higher Education, Mobilization and Action, Transformational Change, Leadership,
Leading Change, Transactional Leadership, Models of Change, Transformative Teaching, Transformative
Learning, Technology and Change, Organization for Action, Global Action Network, Teaching and
Technology, New Models of Leadership in Higher Education.

Introduction
The ECCSSA 2015 Annual Conference Roundtable was devoted to exploring strategies
for education, mobilization and action leading to transformational change in the
21st Century. The goal was to begin development of a blueprint that will lead to
the implementation of needed transformations in various aspects of the social and
behavioral sciences, higher education and all aspects of society.

Making Connections from Past to Present
Developing Unifying Themes
For the past several years, ECCSSA has been calling for a renaissance in societal
institutions and humanity, nationally and globally. The Association has been engaged
in dialogue and exploration on new ways of thinking about national and global social
and public policy issues and seeking solutions.
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In 2012, ECCSSA engaged in scholarly dialogue and research on the challenges, visions
and strategies to renew a fragmented society, nation and world. There was a call for
a Great Renewal—with the ultimate outcome of remembrance and recapturing of the
human spirit; and, with the goal of rebuilding, revitalization, access, advancement and
transformation. The discussion included such topics as: transformational governance
and rebuilding of the nation's infrastructure; development of human potential and
the creation of opportunities for growth; and, the need for transformational paradigm
shifts at all levels of social and public policy; and, in higher education.
In 2013, ECCSSA continued the dialogue and explored ways to usher in a renaissance
similar to that of the 17th century—an age of intellectual enlightenment, visionary
discoveries, productive thinking, strategies and models for implementation.
The primary objective was aimed at defining a new framework for teaching and
leadership; and, promotion and development of a creative class of learners, thinkers,
and professionals.
In 2014, ECCSSA moved further in the discussion with an exploration of new paradigms
and effective models for redesign to replace old paradigms no longer working. The
focus included an examination of theoretical frameworks and constructs, strategies
and programs in all aspects of the social and behavioral sciences pertinent to society,
nation and world. We explored redesign of models creating anomalies and unworkable
solutions; and, strategies no longer able to resolve current problems. Scholars
engaged in creative and critical dialogue about possible new and emerging ideas and
revolutionary discoveries and thinking toward resolve and transformational change.
The goal was to examine novel and unconventional scientific, revolutionary and
innovative models—and not the reinvention, with a twist, of the same old constructs
and models. ECCSSA sought productive, divergent, innovative and creative thinkers
developing or piloting new models for teaching, learning, human development,
human service, public service, instructional technology, research, and leadership; as
well as those promoting and advocating for the advancement of a creative class of
citizens.

Moving Forward with Mobilization and Action
As a result of the findings emerging from the aforementioned conference proceedings,
ECCSSA began to ask critical questions which led to defining our 2015 conference
theme on education for mobilization and action and leading transformational change. Three
major critical questions were raised:
• How do we organize to put ideas and proposals generated from past conferences
into action?
• Can we develop a blueprint for transformational change?
• How do we lead the change that is necessary?
Thus, in 2015, ECCSSA continued the dialogue but explored strategies and plans for
educating the public, mobilizing for action and implementation. We sought proposals,
2  |
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research, models and thinking that could begin to assemble a blueprint of actionoriented strategies for design and implementation; as well as programs, theories and
ideas currently being piloted or tested.

Critical Questions for the Social and Behavioral Sciences
Critical questions to be considered include:
• How do we educate, prepare and mobilize social and behavioral scientists,
secondary and higher education professionals and practitioners, policymakers,
community based organizations, and other related institutions and
professionals for action and implementation of programs and models that lead
to transformational change in the 21st century?
• What are the collaborative models for preparing students as learners and future
leaders for successful outcomes?
• How do we build leadership at all levels which would be important to successful
transformations?
• How do we establish and strengthen collaboration, cross-disciplinary, multidisciplinary and trans-disciplinary partnerships?
• How do we increase civic engagement and build bridges and connections to
the community?
• What are the roles to be played by key contributors from each aspect of society
toward this end?
• What is the role of technology and the media in mobilization, action and leading
transformational change?
ECCSSA called for forward thinking scholars developing or piloting visionary models
in teaching, learning, human development, human service, public service, instructional
technology, research, leadership and policy, working toward the promotion and
advancement of a creative class of socially responsible citizens. These were scholars
and professionals who would be seen as socially responsive transformational leaders
of the 21st century.

The Purpose of Education
Education is the force of the future. It is the mechanism by which we can shape the
world’s future. Educated minds are needed in every walk of life. Education alone is
not the entire answer but in its broadest sense is a major part of all efforts to imagine
and create new relations among people and foster greater respect for the needs of
the environment. Education includes formal and informal modes of instruction
and learning, including what is traditionally acquired in the home and community
(UNESCO, 1997).

Education for Mobilization and Action: Leading Transformational Change
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Who are the community of educators? UNESCO describes this community of
educators as including all aspects of society: “teachers, lecturers, curriculum developers,
administrators, support staff, industrial trainers, countryside rangers and staff, environmental
health and planning officers, education officers with NGOs, community educators, youth
leaders, parent association members, media people, representatives of learners in all contexts –
and even more.” This could also include any members of society who perceive a need
or duty to inform and educate people regarding the requirements of a sustainable
future. This then would include international organizations, government departments
and institutions, foundations, firms and corporations in the private sector (UNESCO,
1997).

Goal of Education
According to a United Nations report on the importance of education toward a
sustainable world, they state:
The goal of education is to make people wiser, more knowledgeable, better informed, ethical,
responsible, critical and capable of continuing to learn. Were all people to possess such abilities
and qualities, the world’s problems would not be automatically solved, but the means and the
will to address them would be at hand. Education also serves society by providing a critical
reflection on the world, especially its failings and injustices, and by skills, for bringing about
desired changes in behaviors, values and lifestyles, and for promoting greater consciousness
and awareness, exploring new visions and concepts, and inventing new techniques and tools.
Education is also the means for disseminating knowledge and developing public support for the
continuing and fundamental changes that will be required if humanity is to alter its course,
leaving the familiar path that is leading towards growing difficulties and possible catastrophe,
and starting the uphill climb towards sustainability. Education, in short, is humanity’s best hope
and most effective means in the quest to achieve sustainable development. (UNESCO, 1997)

What is Transformational Change?
Transformation is an overused term and many misinterpret its meaning. Often,
people confuse transformation with any kind of change, a technological breakthrough,
innovation, process improvement or transition. However, it has been pointed out that
few changes are truly transformational (Daszko and Sheinberg, 2005).
While all transformation is change, not all change is transformation.
(Daszko and Sheinberg, 2005)
Transformation is the creation and change of a whole new form, function or structure. To
transform is to create something new that has never existed before and could not be predicted
from the past. Transformation is a “change” in mindset. It is based on learning a system of
profound knowledge and taking actions based on leading with knowledge and courage. (Daszko
and Sheinberg, 2005, p. 1).
4  |
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Transformation begins with the individual and comes from a base of knowledge. As
a result, the individual is transformed. As a result, the individual that is transformed
will have a new perspective and meaning of life and will apply its principles to every
aspect of life. The cognitive shift will provide the basis for the person wanting to
transform every organization that he or she interfaces with. They will have a basis for
their judgment or assessment of every situation they confront.
The Greek word “metanoia” captures the meaning of transformation well. It literally
means “beyond the mind.” “It’s an idea of stretching or pushing beyond the boundaries
with which we normally think and feel. It means a profound change in mind, a
radical revision, a transformation of our whole mental process, a paradigm shift.” It is
characteristic with a mind transplant (Daszko and Sheinberg, 2005).
Transformation can occur in individuals, organizations, industries, societies, etc.
For more than a decade now, ECCSSA has been attempting to propel forward
transformational change for our society and world. It is about leading a journey into
the unknown, but based on knowledge and study. Daszko and Sheinberg (2005)
describe it this way:
Transformation occurs when leaders create a vision for transformation and a system
to continually question and challenge beliefs, assumptions, patterns, habits and
paradigms with an aim of continually developing and applying management theory,
through the lens of the system of profound knowledge. Transformation happens when
people managing a system focus on creating a new future that has never existed before,
and based on continual learning and a new mindset, take different actions than they
would have taken in the past. (p. 1)
Transformation is what happens when people see the world through a
new lens of knowledge and are able to create an infrastructure, never before
envisioned, toward the future. It is an urgency and drive to create the future.
Transformation happens through continuous learning and taking new actions. It
includes reaching for the unknown.

One View: Tradition, Transition, Transformation
Daszko and Sheinberg (2005) describe another way to look at transformation:
So what does it take to transform? Simply stated, our thinking is mostly what it is today.
And then we have a choice. If we want to hold on to our tradition, (see Table 1) we will make
incremental process improvements and not “rock the boat.” In this mode we are content,
complacent, arrogant, or unaware. If the world is changing in any significant way, it’s only
a matter of time before we do not survive. The timing of irrelevance (death) depends upon
our industry or competition, whether that be global terrorists or another company. But we
will not know if we have three months, three years, or 30 years to survive. If we want to
move to the next level of change, yet be safe, we make transitions and change from State A to
State B. We know where we are going (we go from manually taking inventory to bar coding).
There is comfort in certainty. In transition, we can plan the change and work the plan. But
Education for Mobilization and Action: Leading Transformational Change			
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if we want to create a better future, we have to let go and reach for the unknown. We need
transformation. We adopt the most difficult and challenging strategy because we must. (p. 3)

Table 1. Three Types of Change
Three Types of Change
Traditional

Transitional

Transformational

Motivation for
Change

Better, Faster,
Cheaper

Fix a problem

Survival, Environment, World Changes,
Breakthrough needed

Degree of Change

Incremental
improvements

Transition from
old to new; A to B

Revolutionary, Necessary

Thinking

Improve

Change
management;
strategic planning

Radical shifts in mindset/thinking/actions

Actions

Manage and
control processes

Design the plan;
implement the
plan

Whole system change, complete
overhaul of mindset, paradigms, culture,
communications strategy, structure,
actions, systems and processes, use of data,
System of Profound Knowledge, cycles of
Plan Do Study Act (PDSA)

Destination

Improvements;
can be limited to
improving the
wrong things

Projects
completed

Continually transforming; no end state

Change Requires

Improvement
of skills,
practices and
performance;
often limited
to focusing
on individual
performance
rather than the
Whole system to
make significant
differences

Controlled
process / projects
managed /
assigned

Outcomes

Improvements,
limited

Changes, limited

Senior leadership committed to new
thinking, learning and actions; coaching
from outside: “a system cannot see itself”

Sustainable change (with leadership
and continual learning and new actions)
new system: agile, adaptable, flexible,
intelligent, emerging, connected, involved,
creative, moving forward; ability to sense
and respond

Daszko, M. and Sheinberg, S. (2005). Survival is optional: Only leaders with new knowledge can lead the
transformation. Online: http://www.mdaszko.com/theoryoftransformation_final_to_short_article_apr05.pdf.
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The point being made from the work of Daszko and Sheinberg is that transformational
change goes deeper and beyond incremental improvement or fixing a problem, to
strategic and cognitive change that leads to whole systems change.

Transformation Requires Vision
Vision is an ever-evolving picture of the future. It is the search
for the way of return. Vision has to be collaborative. Research
from leading experts indicates that the journey is difficult and
fears abound. Some of the challenges include: the fear of change,
of loss, of the unknown, of making mistakes, of failure, of “not
getting it,” etc. On the other hand, as others awaken and join
the transformation process, barriers and “silos’ will break down,
collaboration and synergy will be incredible; the creativity and
innovation will be staggering.
“We must transform, not merely change or improve if we are to create
a viable future. It will take leadership with profound knowledge and
courage to have the stamina and commitment that transformation
requires. Transformation is not easy, but it is critical to the health of
our families and global society. Transformation is not for the other
person to do, but for every individual to take personal responsibility to
help create new futures, to ask questions, to take risks, and to make a
difference.” (Daszko and Sheinberg, 2005, p. 10)

“Where
there is no
vision, the
people
perish.”

Waddell (2013) describes transformational change as large systems change that
can occur at several levels: geological, historical and human scale. Geological
transformations can involve massive geological events and mass extinction, such as
shifts in physical composition of the earth, or in organisms and species; and the impact
of human activity on the earth’s natural systems.
On historical scales, transformation is associated with changes in technologies (bronze
to iron), belief systems (pantheism to monotheism), governance systems (monarchies
to democracies) and economies (feudal to capitalist). These are analytical frames
that can be applied to the same period since transformation in one dimension has an
interactive relationship with others (Waddell, 2013). Historical transformation reflects
a basic realignment of structures and ways of life (Malia, 2008 as cited in Waddell,
2013). Another example provided would be our energy systems, moving from carbonbased to a renewable energy base. But the structures of these transformations are
closely intertwined with our economic, governance and other structures.
The interrelationship between historical and human scale transformation is best
associated with Kuhn’s concept of a “paradigm shift,” as he describes in his book,
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Kuhn however, was applying this concept to the
revolutions that occur in the scientific community (Kuhn, 1962).
According to Waddell, human scale transformation focuses on organizations and social
institutions within relatively short time frames. It is associated with the idea that
Education for Mobilization and Action: Leading Transformational Change			
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changes can be controlled, or at least consciously influenced, since the driver is human
action. This is the basis for much organizational decision-making, management science
and development economics. A cross-disciplinary review compared six revolutionary
change theories and summarized their focus as changes in “deep structure.” These
systems go through revolutions just like the ones described by Kuhn. There are periods
of equilibrium and periods of upheaval or revolution.
ECCSSA’s unifying themes call for systemic, historical, and human scale
transformations. Revolutions and the resulting transformations take place when there
is an anomaly. There are many anomalies today that mandate a paradigm shift and
creative vision in all of society and in higher education.

Another View: Incremental, Reform and Transformation
Waddell outlines three different types of change required for transformation:
incremental, reform and transformation. According to him, these transformation
descriptions fit well with the growing “transition management” knowledge theme that
is developing with a categorical focus on pathways to a sustainable future. Transition
is defined as “a radical, structural change of a societal (sub)system that is the result of a
coevolution of economic, cultural, technological, ecological, and institutional developments at
different scale levels” (Rotmans and Loorbach 2009, p. 185). Table 2 outlines these types
of change as described by Waddell.

Table 2. Types of Change
Types of Change

(Adapted from Wadell, 2013)
Type of Change
Type of Learning

Incremental
Single Loop

Reform

Transformation

Double Loop

Triple Loop

Core Question

How can we do more
of the same? Are we
doing things right?

What rules shall we
create? What shoud the
goals be?

How do I make sense of this?
What is the purpose? How
do we know what is best?

Purpose

To improve
performance..

To understand and
change the system and
its parts..

To innovate and create
previously unimagined
possibilities.

Confirms existing
rules. Preserves
the established
power structure and
relationships among
actors in the system.

Opens rules to revision.
Suspends established
power relationships;
promotes authentic
interactions; creates
a space for genuine
reform of the system.

Opens issue to creation
of new ways of thinking
and action. Promotes
transformation of
relationships with wholesystem awareness and
identity; promotes examining
deep structures that sustain
the system.

Power And
Relationships

Waddell, 2013, Online: http://networkingaction.net/2013/11/what-is-transformational-change/.
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Incremental: This is the easiest of change types. It follows identification of one or more
models…often the product of pilot projects…and applying the knowledge developed
from them on a much larger scale.
Reform: This is change of moderate difficulty. If follows recognition by stakeholders
of the need for change and agreement upon some new ways of organizing. The
reorganizing can be done within current power structures, but requires new rules and
processes.
Transformation: This is the most difficult of the types of change. Stakeholders
recognize that there is a need for significant change that involves basic shifts in values,
beliefs, relationships, and power. But the stakeholders do not know what those shifts
are, and undertake a process of exploration.
Identifying the type of change needed is critical to success, because different types of
change require different methodologies, tools and strategies. For example, negotiating
tools are important in scaling up and reform; however, transformation requires revisioning methodologies.

Global Action Networks
Global Action Networks (GANs) are distinctive because their work involves all three
types of change. Often one geographic location or sub-issue requires one type of
change, while others are dealing with a different type of change.
According to Waddell (2013), one useful unifying theme for building strategies across
these change types is learning; and the concept of societal learning and change. Just
as we learn as individuals, and we have the concept of organizational learning, so
too can we have learning by societies when they create new capacity to realize new
goals. One great example of this, according to Waddell, can be seen with South Africa
as they moved to post-apartheid rule. South Africa’s model was transformational
change fostered by scenario development methodologies. This example illustrates the
importance of planning, research and design.
Mobilization for transformational change requires delineation of the strategies and
steps on a variety of systemic levels. It also requires a theoretical framework.

Mobilizing for Transformational Change: Some Guiding Theories
Organization for Action
Two critical questions that emerge when calling for mobilization and action is: how do
we mobilize for action? And, what is the power of collaboration and the recurring phrase, “it
takes a village?”
According to Waddell’s theoretical perspective relative to transformational change,
creating a network is key. It is also necessary to be able to assess a network’s success
and guide its development. One must have a clear understanding of the task at hand
beyond the broad terms, and the importance of the network in accomplishing its goals.
Education for Mobilization and Action: Leading Transformational Change
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Dialogic change processes are necessary. According to Waddell, dialogic change
establishes the overarching objective of transforming people, relationships, and
systemic patterns. Dialogic captures the central role of human interaction through
conversation in achieving those transformations. Dialogic change is not problem
solving. It involves “initiatives addressing issues by promoting change in human behaviors
and the systemic relationships they create, and mobilizing a broad range of system actors as
issue owners and decision makers in the change process” (Pruitt and Waddell, p. 2).
Dialogic conversation is deeper and more strategic dialogue than what one usually
engages in. It includes 4 fields of conversation: talking nice-we say what we are
expected to say; talking tough-the conversation moves into debate and is about
making and winning a point; reflective dialogue-allowing participants to be authentic
and confront reality and eventually see the others’ perspective—listening without
resistance, suspending and being respectful; and, generative dialogue—a yet even
deeper level of dialogue, allowing one to move beyond one’s perspective to see the
whole, which allows for the emergence of moral imagination (Pruitt and Waddell, 2005).
To be more specific, Pruitt and Waddell define generative dialogue as “conversation that
brings forth creative energy and collective intelligence out of a personal sense of connection to
the whole” (p. 8). Table 3 describes a basic approach toward organization for action and
dialogic change.

Table 3. Moving Toward Dialogic Change
Goal

Rationale

Greater efficiency

Strengthening ties supports reduced duplication of efforts.

New benefits of scale

Strengthening ties supports ability to aggregate linearly for greater impact/
leverage.

Innovation

Creating networks with diverse voices, perspectives and resources supports
emergence of new ways to approach issues and integrate resources.

Enhanced coherence

Strengthening ties supports actions on behalf of “the system,” the potential for
asserting goals of the broader system, and reducing “friction”

Improved
coordination

Creating networks broadens the options for action and enhances exchange of
information and knowledge.

* Developed from 2005. Dialogic approaches to global challenges: Moving from "dialogue fatigue" to dialogic change
processes. With Bettye Pruitt. Generative Dialogue Project. August. Online: http://networkingaction.net/
networks-change/.

Therefore, there is a need to build a community of dialogue practitioners who would
work to develop the potential of dialogue for addressing societal and global challenges.
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Strategies and Structures of Networks
Most often network categories are simply descriptive, such as degrees of centralization.
However, according to Waddell, categories should connect to the purpose and strategy
of a network. Table 4 describes networks by their core strategy that should determine
structure.

Table 4. Networks by Core Strategy
Strategy

The Driving Need

System Organizing

There is an emerging system of diverse stakeholders working on and affected
by a specific issue or opportunity. A key role of the network is to bring them
together and generate coherence in strategies.

Learning, Research,
and Development

To realize the network goals, new knowledge and capacity must be developed. A
key role of the network is to develop and disseminate new knowledge and tools
with research, piloting new approaches, and training.

Shared Visioning

There are diverse stakeholders with diverse perspectives on an issue and what
should be done about it. A key role of the network is to create events and
interactions that generate shared understanding and alignment of strategies.

Measuring

There is need to quantify and measure a phenomenon, in order to advance a
network’s vision. A key role of the network is to develop indices, assessments
and/or certification processes.

Advocacy

There is need to mobilize voice and increase pressure upon specific stakeholders
who are blocking (actively or inactively) change. A key role of the network is to
develop this pressure.

Financing

Sometimes people see that availability of funding is holding back a critical goal.
Stakeholders combine forces to aggregate their impact and create a more efficient
funding vehicle than any one on its own.

Table drawn from 2009, Strategies and structures of global networks: Learning for global knowledge partnership
3.0. A report to the Board of the Global Knowledge Partnership. June. 3. Paris, France. Online: http://
networkingaction.net/networks-change/.

All of the above strategies use collaboration, dialogue, knowledge and planning
toward action and the creation of effective networks. This includes creating learning
communities, incorporating consensus building, promoting real collaboration,
strengthening diverse actors, system organizing—creating connections and a systems
consciousness among diverse actors. The model also calls for engaging stakeholders as
true partners. Figure 1 outlines a graphic model of the major components of a Global
Action Network.

Education for Mobilization and Action: Leading Transformational Change			
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Figure 1. A Network Typology

A Network Typology
Developed by Verna Allee and Steve Waddell
Online: http://networkingaction.net/networks-change/.

Four key activities can influence a network’s structure:
• Knowledge Complexity: Does a network aim to simply generate data, or share
information, or generate new visions that embed the knowledge?
• Degree of Change: Does a network aim to simply replicate a proven approach
(1st Order Change – Scaling Up), implement a new approach (2nd Order Change
-Reform), or develop a new approach (3rd Order Change –Transformation)?
• Organizational Sectors: Does a network aim to engage organizations from one,
two or three of the following sectors: business, government, or civil society?
• Geographic/Cultural Complexity: Does a network aim to be local, national,
regional, or global?
The center diagonal in Figure 1 above aims to suggest that combining these activities in
different ways can produce a range of networks. A "higher" network must be proficient
at all the "lower" network activities. For example, a Knowledge Network must also be
an effective Information Network. The most complex of networks — one that is global,
aiming for transformation by engaging all three sectors and developing new visions —
is called a "Global Action Network" (GAN).
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Creating a Global Action Network
Global Action Networks (GANs) are a specific type of network. These are a new,
innovative network that are addressing critical global issues like climate change,
poverty, health, education, and human security. They do this by integrating seven
characteristics. GANs are:
1. Global and multi-level…local, regional, global;
2. Entrepreneurial action learners…developing new tools, processes and
relationships;
3. Public goods producers…producing for public benefit;
4. Diversity-embracing…collaborating across sectoral (business-government-civil
society), linguistic, ethnic, north-south and other boundaries;
5. Inter-organizational networks…individuals have a role, but organizations are
the key participants--neither hierarchy nor markets provide the principles,
values or capacity;
6. Systemic change agents…working on transformation, reform, and scaling up;
and,
7. Voluntary leaders…participants make commitments to push the boundaries of
enhancing environmental, social and economic outcomes.
These global, multi-stakeholder networks are organized around specific issues. Some
examples of programs that have used this model include such large-scale programs as:
• Transparency International (corruption)
• The Forest Stewardship Council
• Social Accountability International
• The Marine Stewardship Council
• The Global Fund to Fight AIDS
• Tuberculosis and Malaria
• The Microcredit Summit Campaign
• The Global Water Partnership
• The Sustainable Food Lab
(See Waddell’s work on GANs, 2011). Table 5 shows the analysis of change by type of
strategy.
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Table 5. Analysis of Change by Type of Strategy
Incremental

Reform

Transformation

Purpose

To improve the
performance of the
established system.

To change the
system to address
shortcomings and
respond to the needs of
stakeholders.

To redirect the system and change
its fundamental orientations and
core relationships.

Participation

Replicates the
established decision
making group and
power relationships.

Brings relevant
stakeholders into
engagement in ways
that enable them to
influence the decision
making process.

Creates a microcosm of the
problem system, with all
participants coming in on an
equal footing as issue owners and
decision makers.

Process

Confirms existing
rules. Preserves
the established
power structure and
relationships among
actors in the system.

Opens rules to revision.
Suspends established
power relationships;
promotes authentic
interactions; creates
a space for genuine
reform of the system.

Opens issue to creation of new
ways of thinking and action.
Promotes transformation of  
relationships with whole-system
awareness and identity; promotes
examining deep structures that
sustain the system.

Source: Pruitt, B. and S. Waddell. 2005. Dialogic approaches to global challenges: Moving from
"dialogue fatigue" to dialogic change processes. Generative Dialogue Project. August.

Making an assessment and measuring results is also vital to mobilization and
transformation. Waddell provides the following summation as to the steps in the
process of mobilizing for action and measuring results. Network success depends
upon developing competencies or skills as summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Steps in Mobilization and Action and Measuring Success

Waddell. (2015). Success competencies-Key network competencies. Online: networkingaction.net/networkschange/success-competencies.

Assessing the presence of these competencies according to Waddell is best done with
tools that possess a specific set of characteristics.

Education and Preparation
Roles and Responsibilities
The critical question being raised by our Association is: what kind of preparation do
we need to lead change? In addition, related questions include: what should models of
teacher education look like in undergraduate and graduate programs in teaching? What are
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the necessary skills needed? What are the particular roles and responsibilities of professionals
in the social sciences, of college faculty, staff and administrators, of related institutions and
organizations; and, the community at large?

Discipline Priorities
Relative to subject disciplines in higher education, some critical questions include:
What would be the priorities of each discipline in the social and behavioral sciences to define
the change that is needed and then to lead the change? What would be the strategies? How do
you begin to plan for making transformational change in direction and hopefully in outcome?
How would each discipline think about transforming teaching and learning, with the ultimate
outcome of transforming the thinking, mindsets and lives of the people we teach as well as our
own? The resulting effects of reaching individuals in our classrooms and changing
their mindsets would be a major step toward transforming the world.

Envision,

The Search for Visionary Models
What Types of Transformations Should We Be Thinking
About?

Encourage,

ECCSSA outlined in the 2014 conference, a myriad of issues in
society and globally that particularly impact higher education
and the Behavioral and Social Sciences. Among these issues
include: transformations and redesign in higher education
and policy; new roles for the behavioral sciences, including
the eradication of mental illness and pathology, racism and
discrimination; improving racial understanding and issues
relative to diversity; redesigning leadership overall, but
particularly in higher education; the role of technology in
leadership, teaching and learning; impacts on human development; the promotion
of an ethical society; transforming consciousness; and the promotion of a positive
mindset.

Create, and

Implement!

ECCSSA has also highlighted new paradigms and models on the horizon. Therefore,
based on these discussions the question emerges: Where do we begin and what should
be the focal point of our action for leading change?
A decision was made to focus on four areas in the first phase of our work: transformative
teaching; transformative learning, including the use of technology; new models of leadership in
higher education; and, new and visionary models of higher education.

Transformative Teaching
What is transformative teaching? It is teaching that changes people, altering
fundamentally the way learners understand themselves and others, the way they
engage in and contribute to their larger world.
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Slavin and Zimbardo (2012) defines transformative teaching as “the expressed or
unexpressed goal to increase students’ mastery of key course concepts while transforming
their learning-related attitudes, values, beliefs, and skills” (p. 576).
Transformational teaching involves creating dynamic relationships between teachers,
students, and a shared body of knowledge to promote student learning and personal
growth. From this perspective, Slavin and Zimbardo views instructors as intellectual
coaches who create teams of students who collaborate with each other and with
their teacher to master bodies of information. Teachers assume the traditional role of
facilitating students’ acquisition of key course concepts, but do so while enhancing
students’ personal development and attitudes toward learning. They accomplish these
goals by establishing a shared vision for a course, providing modeling and mastery
experiences, challenging and encouraging students, personalizing attention and
feedback, creating experiential lessons that transcend the boundaries of the classroom,
and promoting ample opportunities for preflection and reflection. They believe
that these methods are synergistically related; and, when used together, maximize
students’ potential for intellectual and personal growth (Slavin and Zimbardo, 2012).
According to Slavin and Zimbardo, a transformational teacher is one who not only
achieves transformation in their students, but who also models a willingness to be
transformed by the learning themselves.
Slavich and Zimbardo outlines six core methods of transformational teaching as cited
below. (See also Figure 3.)
1. Establishing a shared vision for a course.
2. Providing modeling and mastery experiences.
3. Intellectually challenging and encouraging students.
4. Personalizing attention and feedback.
5. Creating experiential lessons.
6. Promoting preflection and reflection.
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Figure 3. A Model of Transformational Teaching

Theoretical Underpinnings

Basic Principles

Core Methods

Slavin and Zimbardo, 2012, p. 597.

Teaching and Technology
The call for higher education to create an environment for learning technologies is in
the forefront. According to Soares (2013), learning technologies and the educational
approaches they enable, are among the tools that can spark innovative educational
strategies to address U.S. educational priorities including access, affordability, and
completion. But, the current state policy environment does not encourage the adoption
of these technologies in a generative way in which proven practice informs policy
formation. Current practice still promotes the assumption that faculty and students in
the classroom interact to produce learning. But technology and the incorporation of
technology into teaching has changed the scenario.
“Learning technology is, thus, the capability to help students master new knowledge and
demonstrate its use, facilitated by the interaction of four components: hardware (e.g.,
micro¬chips, computers, telecommunications equipment); software (e.g., digital books and
learning tools, intelligent programs that interact with learners to help them master content and
with faculty to help them manage the learning process); the Internet/web (which allows for realtime access and collaboration among learn¬ers and faculty); and the best research in learning
science (the study of how people learn).” (Soares, 2013, p. 72)
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Such learning technology includes:
• Interactive courseware which is low-cost, high quality software that delivers
instruction by actively engaging the student with content and applications
of knowledge, ideally linked to learning maps that visualize the journey to
completion;
• Diagnostic assessment that provide granular data on student knowledge and
performance paying particular attention to college readiness;
• Learner relationship management software that provides students, faculty and
staff with tools to monitor learning progress in real time and flags them when
intervention is needed.
These technologies help to personalize the learning experience of students and adapt
institutional resources to learners’ needs, thus optimizing the quality of the learning
experience. “Together these tools, with their ability to personalize instruction, are enabling
the development of alternative, low-cost higher education models that enhance quality, increase
student persistence, and reduce costs” (Soares, 2013, p. 72).
Learning technologies supported by the teaching faculty can help students master
the knowledge and obtain the outcomes necessary for learning. Many faculty are not
using or incorporating learning technology in instruction in the college classroom. The
use of e-books and online portals among other software is invaluable to learning and
allows students to interact in ways that the written textbook does not allow.
In addition, non-institutional education is emerging as another opportunity for an
educational experience for some students. This education is being offered by some
traditional colleges and universities through Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs).
Many of these courses can be taken for credit if people are willing to pay for them. The
presence of this technology changes tremendously the face of education (Eaton, 2013).

Bridging the Three Cultures: Interdisciplinary, Cross-disciplinary and
Multidisciplinary Collaboration
It has been observed that collaboration or co-teaching at the collegiate level is rather
rare. There is a call for more collaboration in teaching at the college level. The research
cites the fact that this may be a consequence of attempts to retain academic freedom
and the fact that faculty want to attend to their sole engagement with their students.
This is unfortunate, since collaboration supports the premise that learning should be
socially created (McDaniel & Colarulli, 1997 as cited in Patel and Herick, 2010).
There is a need for increasing collaboration in teaching at all levels of higher education and
across the three cultures: The natural sciences contribute to our material comforts and health
and clarify puzzling natural phenomena. The humanities articulate changes in the public mood
produced by historical change and implicitly defend an ethical posture that seems appropriate
for their society during a historical era. The social sciences try to evaluate the claims of both
groups. (Kagan, 2009, p. 265).
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Transformative Learning
Education systems that incorporate human interaction and multidimensional learning
are poised to change what and how we learn (Abrams, 2014). These new models which
are emphasizing human interaction and multidimensional learning are experimenting
beyond the capacity of traditional higher education and producing valuable insights
into what the future of education will look like.
These new programs and models are designed to cultivate 21st century skills, including
intercultural communication, systems thinking, social and emotional intelligence,
empathy and social entrepreneurship. In these newer models, grades are not at the
core.
In some transformative learning programs such as the Open Masters Program, it is a
tuition free self-directed learning community where individuals support one another
in developing and executing personally customized learning plans. According to the
research, since its inception in 2012, students have pursued learning in diverse fields
such as: art for social change; urban farming; and, chair design. These self-organizing
learning networks have now spread to San Francisco and the Netherlands (Abrams,
2014).

“New learning models emphasize human interaction
and multi-dimensional learning.”
New models are designed to cultivate 21st century skills, including intercultural
communication, systems thinking, social and emotional intelligence, empathy and
social entrepreneurship. In these newer models, grades are not at the core; and
some programs are tuition-free.

Open Master’s Program
• Complete a final project and public presentation showcasing strengths, skills
and knowledge to the community.
• Submit work for open peer review.
• Receive letters of endorsement from peers and mentors.
• Create and follow individualized plans and routines for self-directed
learning.
• Complete many different types of learning projects.
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Future Directions in the Behavioral Sciences
There is a need to eradicate mental illness and non-nurturing environments. It is
reported that psychological and other health-related problems stem largely from
being in non-nurturing environments. Major chronic health conditions are influenced
by psychological and behavioral problems and disorders.
Numerous experimental evaluations of family and school interventions show that
the prevention of these problems can be enhanced by the development of prosocial
behavior in nurturing environments that promote, teach, and reinforce it. These
environments would also set limits on opportunities to engage in problem behavior
(Biglan and Taylor, 2000).
Extensive recent research reports in clinical psychology reveal that environments that
encourage psychologically flexible behavior are beneficial for ameliorating a wide
variety of psychological, behavioral, and health problems. Psychological flexibility
involves the mindful pursuit of valued action while taking an accepting, nonjudgmental
stance toward one’s thoughts and feelings (Biglan, 2013).
Reducing poverty and economic inequality are also essential for achieving large
increases in the prevalence of well-being. Poverty is a major risk factor impacting
psychological health and well-being, violence and more. Wilkinson and Pickett
(2009), show that countries with greater economic inequality have higher rates of
social, behavioral, and health problems. Poverty is also a predictor of poor treatment
outcomes.
As a proposed model, The Oregon Research Institute calls for the creation of a
Center for the Support of Healthcare Reform and Comprehensive Prevention. Such
a center would provide the following: information to the public and policymakers
about the evidence relevant to improving the health and wellbeing of the population;
consultation and training to states, communities, and organizations working on any
area of public health outlined in the program; programs, policies and practices that
could assist in achieving the client’s goals; the development of research to support
the efforts of the client; and, the formation of coalitions with other behavioral science
organizations and advocacy organizations to further the goals of the program and
public health (Biglan, 2013).

New Models of Leadership in Higher Education
It is the task of leaders to raise consciousness on a wide scope. James MacGregor Burns
was one of the first scholars to assert that true leadership not only creates change
and achieves goals within the environment; but also changes the people involved in
the necessary actions for the better as well: both followers and leaders are ennobled.
Burns became famous among alternative leadership scholars because his model of
transformational leadership included an ethical/moral dimension that, prior to 1978,
had not been infused into any leadership theory.
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Transactional Leaders vs. Transformational Leaders
• Transactional leadership seeks to motivate followers by appealing to their
own self-interest.
• Transactional leaders use conventional reward and punishment to gain
compliance from their followers.
• Transactional leaders accept the goals, structure and culture of the existing
organization. They must do so because this type of leadership is ineffective at
bringing significant change.
• Transactional leadership can be active or passive.

Passive Leadership
To influence behavior, the leader uses correction or punishment as a response to
unacceptable performance or deviation from the accepted standards.

Active Leadership
To influence behavior, the leader actively monitors the work performed and uses
corrective methods to ensure the work is completed to meet accepted standards.

Transformational leadership requires a high level of authenticity, self-esteem,
motivation, morality, and self-actualization. Transformational Leadership inspires
wholeness of being, so your thoughts, feelings and actions are consistent. It is about
leading with an integrity and authenticity that resonates with others, and inspires them
to follow. Not only does it inspire others to follow, but to become leaders themselves.

Transactional Leadership
“…occurs when one person takes the initiative in making contact with others for
the purpose of an exchange of valued things.” (p. 19)

Transformational Leadership
“…occurs when one or more persons engage with others in such a way that
leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and
morality.” (p. 20)
(Burns, 1978)
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Visionary Models of Higher Education
Leading Change
What are the characteristics of a leader of change? According to the research these
characteristics of leadership include the following:
• Must be inspired in heart and mind, and show it.
• Must be connected to self, the world and the people around them.
• Must be grounded in reality.
• Must have a vision and communicate it with passion and purpose.
• Must allow emotion and commitment to speak to others in a way that transcends
the mind, and speaks to the heart.
• Must pay personal attention to others in a way that engages them and generates
trust and commitment.
• Must genuinely care about others, what they want, and how you can serve
them.
• Must access the awesome power of the mind.
• Must be curious, open to new ideas and learn constantly.
• A transformational leader is authentic.
(www.transformationalleader.net. 2015)

Visionary and New Models of Higher Education
There are not many diverse models in higher education. But those institutions making
the attempt offer a different perspective on education—a lens that provides a glimpse
of what higher education might look like in the future. Some interesting innovative
models of change for the structure of higher education are on the horizon.
Models include:
• Quest University, Canada;
• Liverpool John Moores University, United Kingdom;
• University of Technology, Sydney, Australia;
• Minerva Project, United States; and
• Duke-Kunshan University, Kunshan, China
Quest University, Canada. This university opened in 2007 with 73 students and
small class sizes. There are no lectures. All classes are seminar-discussion format.
All students complete the same foundational courses in the first two years that cover
the humanities, math and sciences. The latter two years are unique with individual
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learning paths chosen and directed by the student. There are no grades and students
receive check marks to indicate if they are engaged in learning (Morrison, 2013).
Liverpool-John Moores University, United Kingdom. Is one of the UKs new
generation universities. It is a research university with a global model that stresses
work-related learning and skill development. The University’s program, World of
Work, is a support and skill development program for all students involving input
from national and international employers and business experts. Students not only
gain work experience with top companies, but also develop a skill-set labeled World of
Work skills. Students’ abilities are also verified through an employer-validated Skills
Statement and Interview during their undergraduate course of study (Morrison, 2013).
University of Technology, Sydney, Australia. Is one of the largest universities in
Australia with the goal of being a world leader in technology education. The focus is
on global practice-oriented learning where students undertake research, professional
and community work experiences. The program is heavily focused on collaborative
learning that integrates institutional research. The institution’s learning strategy
includes student-generated learning goals, personalized learning paths that integrate
online sources, faculty feedback, and development of a personal learning network
using digital platforms and tools.
Minerva Project, United States. The Minerva Project strives to become an Ivy League
institution. The core of study is through technology that encourages students to access
content and resources online, along with face-to-face interaction (Morrison, 2013).
Duke-Kunshan University, Kunshan, China. A collaborative partnership between
Duke University and the Kunshan government has resulted in the creation of a new
university grounded in innovation and world class methods of inquiry and teaching,
with a new and innovative model of higher education. This new innovation helps
China achieve its goals related to expansion and reforms of higher education. In late
2010, Wuhan University, China’s oldest modern university, and consistently ranked
within the top 10 comprehensive institutions in the country, became Duke’s academic
partner for the creation of DKU. Through DKU, Duke will play a leadership role in
creating new models of world-class higher education in China, introducing students
and faculty to Duke’s signature strengths of education and the interdisciplinary study
of contemporary problems (Huang, 2014).

Who Can Lead Change?
It is the role of many to be the leaders of change. It should be a collaborative and
collective effort. Coordinating change requires very wise and knowledgeable
transformational leaders. Inclusion and diversity are essential in the process. Diversity
of skills, knowledge and talent is critically important. This should be a global effort.
In summary, to begin to ponder the question as to who should be the change leaders,
the following suggestions are offered for future discussion, consideration, mobilization
and action:
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• Working Coalitions representing diversity on all levels, by race, ethnicity,
culture, age, education, areas of expertise, and more. These individuals would
also be cognizant of or understand the pulse of the community. They can lead
because they are equipped with a set of guiding principles of respect and
fairness.
• They can see and feel the inner nature and beauty of the human psyche, without
judgement, without terror and without being punitive to another person.
• These coalitions would comprise the community of educators and citizens,
coming together to have deep dialogue about critical issues affecting their lives
and others. They would seek remedy by finding new solutions toward creating
a better world for all. Only those individuals with a foundational knowledge
and base of understanding, along with clarity of moral principles can lead the
change that is necessary for all humans to become whole and flourish in society
and world.
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